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EMA GARP Fund, LP. --- Report for the Third Quarter ended September 30, 2022 

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
 

● Fed Hawkishness Causes Pain Across All Assets 

o Rate increases have destroyed over $18 Trillion in US stock & bond values. (YTD) 

o Larger draw down than 2000, 2008 and 2020. Economic downturn will not be MILD. 

o Stocks (down 24%), High Yield Bonds (down 19%) Gold (down 9%) YTD.  

●  Fragile, Levered World 

o Global Debt / GDP is > 250% vs. was only 100% in the late 1970s. (last inflationary period). 

o Raising rates to fight inflation is and will continue to crush asset values due to leverage. 

o US Government Debt is short duration in maturity.  Thus, refinancing the debt will prove 

costly for the US and widen deficits. 

●  Cracks in the World Economy are Beginning to Emerge 

o UK Gilt (bonds) and Currency Crisis is a Big Deal—collapse averted by return to QE. 

o The Bank of England having to step in and print money to support the GBP, Gilts and UK 

Pensions is a preview of what will be required of all Central Banks. 

● Economic Debt Doom Loop 

o Global economies are now in a debt doom loop. Inflation up, interest rates up, deficits up, 

vicious circle.  More debt is needed to be issued to fund the higher cost of interest.   

o Additional debt drives QE or YCC which fuels further inflation.  Fed is trapped. 

●   A Fed Pivot is Mathematically Assured; Only Unknown is Timing 

o Once the crisis ensues and deepens, The Fed will be forced to print money again and support 

asset prices with QE (just like the Bank of England recently). 

o Levered nature of system (and its fragility) could mean this happens sooner versus later.  We 

have a high confidence level that this crisis/pivot transpires within the next 18 months, and 

likely in the next 3-6 months.  

● Gold Miners are in a “Michael Burry Moment” 

o Attractive valuations and huge upside asymmetry given the macro circumstances 

o If global Treasury bond markets are no longer considered a safe harbor (in a world of inflation 

and rising rates), gold and its 5,000 year history as a safe harbor will be in huge demand. 

● Portfolio Positioning / Attribution 

o Silver, junior miner over-weights, and Bitcoin exposure have caused our relative 

underperformance year to date. 

o However, we remain confident in their long term compelling value and upside 

● Portfolio Company Examples 

o Aris Mining, Guanajuato Silver, Lavras Gold – all cheap stocks with great upside.  
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RESULTS SUMMARY 

 

This is the EMA GARP Fund report for the third quarter ended September 30, 2022.  In July, the Fund 

increased in value by 1.89%. In August, the Fund decreased in value by -10.39%.  In September, the Fund 

decreased in value by -7.03%.  For the quarter, the Fund decreased in value by -14.93%.    

 

Quarterly  Return*  Cumulative 

Q3 2022  -14.93%  -41.02% 

Q2 2022  -34.08%  -29.70% 

Q1 2022  6.59%  6.59% 

     

Monthly  Return*  Cumulative 

     

September  -7.03%  -41.02% 

August  -10.39%  -35.84% 

July  +1.89%  -28.40% 

     

Annual  Return**  Since Inception 

2021  -20.4%  146.3% 

2020  121.8%  212.1% 

2019  97.9%  40.7% 

2018  -31.8%  -28.9% 

2017  -7.8%  4.3% 

2016  75.0%  13.2% 

2015  -8.0%  -35.3% 

2014  -26.8%  -29.7% 

2013  -50.8%  -4.0% 

2012  -7.9%  93.3% 

2011  -32.2%  110.0% 

2010  47.1%  209.5% 

2009  33.2%  110.4% 

2008  -5.8%  58.0% 

2007  40.5%  67.9% 

2006  19.5%  19.5% 
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RESULTS COMPARISON 

 

In the third quarter of 2022, the EMA GARP Fund decreased in value by -14.93 %.   On a year to date 

basis, the Fund is down -41.02% for the first nine months of the year. 

 

 

First, Second and Third Quarter 2022 Results Comparison 

 

       Year 

 Q1  Q2  Q3  To Date 

        
EMA Garp Fund, LP 6.6%  -34.1%  -14.9%  -41.0% 

DJIA -4.1%  -10.8%  -6.2%  -19.7% 

S&P 500 Index -4.6%  -16.1%  -4.9%  -23.9% 

NASDAQ Composite -8.9%  -22.3%  -3.9%  -32.0% 

          
XAU/ Gold/ Silver stocks 20.1%  -29.5%  -8.6%  -22.6% 

HUI Gold Stocks Index 20.9%  -28.8%  -11.4%  -23.7% 

GDX Gold Majors ETF 19.7%  -28.6%  -11.9%  -24.7% 

GDXJ Gold Juniors ETF 11.8%  -31.7%  -7.9%  -29.7% 

GOEX Gold Explorers ETF 11.4%  -31.4%  -7.3%  -29.1% 

SIL Silver Miners ETF -0.8%  -28.6%  -6.9%  -34.1% 

          
Gold Bullion 5.9%  -6.7%  -8.1%  -9.2% 

Silver Bullion 6.4%  -18.2%  -6.2%  -18.4% 

Crude Oil 33.0%  8.1%  -24.8%  5.7% 

Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) 32.4%  2.0%  -14.3%  8.3% 

WisdomTree Commodity Fund (GCC) 21.3%  -7.1%  -9.1%  2.4% 

US Government 10 Year Yield 2.34%  3.02%  3.83%   
US Dollar Index 98.31  104.60  112.12   
Bitcoin -1.2%  -59.1%  3.7%  -58.1% 
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QUARTERLY OVERVIEW 

 

In the third quarter, virtually all asset classes went for a roller coaster ride – a sharp bear market rally in 

July and August, followed by a vicious sell off in September as the Fed continued its Hawkish tone at 

Jackson Hole in late August and then raised the Fed Funds rate in September to 3.00-3.25%.  Recall that 

as recently as February 2022 Fed Funds was at 0.0-0.25%.  

 

As the chart below shows, year to date through 9/30/22, the S&P 500 and Nasdaq are down -24% and -

33%, respectively.  Gold and Gold Miners (GDXJ) are down -9% and -30% year to date, respectively.  

Bloomberg’s US Aggregate Bond Index is down -15%.  Only the Bloomberg Commodity Index (broad 

commodities like oil that are benefiting from inflation) is up year to date (+13.5%). 

 

 
         Source: Bloomberg 

 

The Fed’s hawkishness has caused an enormous amount of wealth destruction.  As the chart below shows, 

US stocks and bonds have created a drawdown of $18 Trillion in the US equity and fixed income markets, 

far worse than 2008 and 2020’s market value destruction.  Yet, despite this the Fed maintains that a “soft 

landing” is still attainable in this downturn.  We believe this “soft landing” will be about as accurate as 

their prior contention that “inflation is transitory”. 
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CENTRAL BANK HAWKS 
 

Throughout the 20th century, bouts of inflation tended to be modest (with the exception of short periods 

where externalities drove much higher inflation – e.g., WWII or Vietnam).  However, once the pure fiat 

economy emerged post 1971, inflation and credit cycles became more the norm with a periodic crisis 

about every decade. Notice in the chart below how rapid the price of a can of Campbell’s Soup inflated 

once we went off the gold standard (see arrow at 1971).   
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With inflation, growing fiscal deficits and the Fed’s increasing intervention in controlling interest rates 

and money supply, various crises often popped up as the chart below shows. 

 

 
 

Notice how the Fed Funds Rate (blue line) would be increased by the Fed, only to lead to a unique crisis.  

Note further, how at each crisis, the Fed was forced to rapidly lower rates and come to the rescue. 

 

Well, we are on our way to the Fed creating the next major crisis.  Throughout 2022, the Fed has yet 

again, tried to fight inflation (mind you, inflation largely of their own making – even when accounting 

for Covid supply chain issues and the Ukraine War).  The Fed has been as aggressive as they were in the 

late 1970s in raising rates this year and reducing the money supply. 
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FRAGILE, LEVERED WORLD 
 

A levered global economy is a fragile system when the cost of debt begins to increase, and particularly 

sensitive to aggressive rate moves like the Fed has been conducting.  Many just assume that “things will 

be fine; rates can rise and the Fed can solve inflation like it did in the 1970s.” 

 

However, the world is far more leveraged than in the 1970s.  Global Debt/GDP is 2.5x larger than in the 

1970s (see chart below).  As a subset of that, the US has a Federal Debt/GDP level of 130% vs. only 30% 

in the 1970s.  Financing costs matter a lot in an economy that has accumulated such a huge debt load over 

the past 40-50 years. 

 

 
 

Moreover, the maturity profile picture of US Government debt is not pretty.  The chart below depicts the 

US Treasury bond maturities.  Notice how the vast majority of the outstanding US Treasury bonds mature 

in the next 4 years.  Former Treasury Secretary Mnuchin tried to extend the duration, but alas there was 

scant demand for long term US Treasuries. Now, yes – it’s easy to conclude that the US will easily 

refinance that debt.  But what if rates are a lot higher given a lack of buyer interest?  Or if Japan sells 

their $1.2 Trillion + of US Treasuries they hold?  Or US Fiscal Deficits balloon further which requires 

even more treasury debt issuance?   
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US Gov’t Debt Maturities 
 

 
                            Source: Bloomberg 
 

Leverage is dangerous like a grenade.  Particularly, when US interest rates spike as shown below. The 

extremely rapid increase in the interest rate on the US 2 year Treasury bonds is going to wreak havoc on 

the US Treasury’s interest expense, which in turn will have a huge impact on the US Federal budget. 

 

2 Year US Treasury Yields 
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It is important to understand the math associated with higher US Government interest rates.  With over 

$31T of debt, the US Government budget is at great risk of running unsupportable deficits if interest rates 

continue to increase.  In the fiscal year ended 9/30/22, the US Federal Government incurred interest 

expense of $392B.  Today, on a going forward, run-rate basis, the Treasury has interest expenses of $672B 

annualized.  If rates continue to increase to say an average of 4%, interest expense would be $1.2T, and 

5% would imply $1.6T.  The latter number is almost $1.0T larger than our current run rate.  Granted, this 

math assumes all the debt rolls over instantly, however, the average duration on the Treasury debt is 

around 3 years, so higher rates will impact interest expenses very shortly. 

 
 

US FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICITS ARE ABOUT TO BALOON BIGGER 

 

Presently, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) is projecting a $1.0T Federal deficit in 2022.  

However, this number is distorted for several reasons.  First, Federal tax receipts in 2022 were almost 

$600B above trend line due to capital gains taxes collected from stock market investors in a raging bull 

market that did not end until 2021 (capital gains taxes were paid in April 2022). Second, Social Security, 

which represents $1.2T of annual spending is about to get a 8.7% COLA adjustment upward, so the cost 

will increase by $104B.  Third, the President just forgave over $400B of Student Debt (it is unclear if this 

will flow through the budget, but it should).   Fourth the Congress has passed several bills including an 

infrastructure bill and an inflation protection act.  Each will add hundreds of billions to the deficit.  And 

finally, the economy is slowing down rapidly following the Fed’s rate hikes.  In past downturns (2000, 

and 2008) tax receipts have fallen between 8 and 15% and social expenditures have increased by similar 

percentages.  We foresee a Federal Budget Deficit that will easily approach or exceed $2.0T in the 2023 

fiscal year.   All of this spending will need to be paid for by issuing new debt.  So pro forma one year 

from now, the Government will be paying interest on at least $33T of Treasury debt. 

 

We also know that historically gold has performed best when Government deficits are large and growing.  

We do not believe the market understands what a deficit problem the US is about to encounter.  When it 

becomes more apparent that the US has a Fiscal and Debt servicing problem and that interest costs are 

making it worse, then the demand for US Treasury securities will fall.  This in turn will lead to higher 

interest rates.  Ultimately, we believe the Fed will be forced into Yield Curve Control (YCC) because 

they will do the same math and determine that the US Treasury is unable to carry the higher interest 

burden.  However, recall that YCC can only be accomplished by growing the Fed balance sheet to issue 

new debt (QE) which is used to purchase old debt.  This would constitute a pivot and would be wildly 

inflationary. 
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CRACKS IN THE WORLD ECONOMY ARE BEGINNING TO EMERGE 

 

Despite the fact that the US fiscal situation is getting worse, the Fed’s aggressive tightening actions have 

led to exceptional relative strength in the US Dollar.  This strength has hurt countries all over the world 

as they pay a higher price for dollar based imports (~80% of global trade is priced in dollars – think oil, 

steel, copper, fertilizer etc.) and on any dollar denominated debt. 

 

US Dollar Index (DXY) 

 

 
 

We are already beginning to see major economic cracks emerge as a result of this aggressive Fed 

tightening and its impact on the dollar. 

 

.   
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Great Britain, in particular, is a good preview of how a crisis can unfold as interest costs impact a bond 

market.  A new Prime Minister in the UK made a policy error (arguably) by promising tax cuts and 

increased social spending to cap the costs of higher electricity for businesses and citizens.  The UK bond 

and currency markets did not like this very much. As you can see in the chart below the Great British 

Pound (GBP) began to depreciate rapidly (white line in chart below).  Simultaneously, interest rates in 

the UK began to increase quite rapidly (blue line in chart below).  What had started out as trends during 

2021 and the first half of 2022 turned into routs. 

 

UK 10 year GILT Rate vs. GBP/USD (Jan 2021-Present) 

 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

In turn, this left UK Pension Funds with massive mark to market losses as their interest rate and currency 

hedges were reeling and their bond holdings were declining in value. 

 

The resulting Bloomberg Headline read: BOE Pledges Unlimited Bond Buying to Avert Imminent 

Gilts Crash 

 

On September 28th, the Bank of England was forced to come in with a £65bn assistance package to buy 

bonds from Pension funds.  Kerrin Rosenberg, a UK Pension expert said, “If there was no intervention 

today, gilt yields could have gone up to 7-8% from 4.5% this morning an in that situation around 90% of 

UK pension funds would have run out of collateral,”  Another UK banker said “the leverage unwind in 

UK gilts came close to triggering a Lehman moment.” 

 

This episode serves as a preview of what will become writ large in terms of a WSDC (World Sovereign 

Debt Crisis).  Central Banks will be forced to avert crises by going right back to printing money and 

buying bonds via Quantitative Easing (QE).   

 

This UK Sovereign debt and currency crisis, which then led to a Pension crisis is a major issue that may 

be the big grenade that sets off our next major crisis.  In essence – a summary of what UK Pensions have 

done is: 

• They were desperate for yield to be able to fund future pension payments 
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• Over 2/3 of UK Pension Funds entered into a scheme called LDI (liability-driven investment 

strategy).  In LDI, the funds lever up with only small amounts of equity and invest in derivatives 

to enhance their returns.   
 

o It's similar to what many US funds have done called Risk Parity - whereby funds 

desperate for yield in their 60/40 stock/bond portfolios, and thinking bond prices are 

stable, lever up their bond portfolio to get even greater yield 
 

• In both LDI and Risk Parity, that works fine, until the underlying asset (bonds) lose value rapidly 

in a rising rate environment.  Then, the fund’s leverage bites them badly and margin calls ensue. 

JP Morgan estimates that mark to market losses on derivatives linked to LDI could be over GBP125 

billion. (6% of UK GDP).  But now, assume this environment where both global stocks and bonds 

continue to decline together – this can ripple to the Risk Parity funds too.  Indeed, as the chart below 

shows, it is rare for stocks AND bonds to decline at the same time: 

 

 
 

Furthermore, there is a fascinating historical record associated with the two prior instances.  Both were 

precedent to a revaluing of currencies versus gold.  In the 1931 example the declines in stocks and bonds 

led to Roosevelt’s devaluation of the dollar in 1934 (a 70% devaluation versus gold) and in the 1969 

example it was only two years before the US was forced to abandon the Gold Standard in the Nixon 

shock1.  What will happen this time? Suffice it to say, we believe this is truly going to be historic. 

 

Beyond the UK, cracks are beginning to emerge even in the massive $20 Trillion+  US Treasury market 

(something that has rarely ever been seen before).  Last Wednesday October 12, Yellen addressed US 

Treasury market liquidity concerns and the possible need for the US Treasury itself to provide liquidity 

to that market (the irony, given the Treasury has deficits yet plans to use even more borrowed money to 

provide liquidity!) (more on this in Economic Debt Doom Loop section on page 15 herein): 

 
1 This insight was pointed out by Dylan LeClair on Twitter @DylanLeClair_ 
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       Source: Bloomberg 10/12/22 

 

WEIMAR GERMANY PARALLELS 

 

The quote below summarizes Weimar Germany’s dilemma in the early 1920s in a nutshell.  As you read 

it, notice how similar it is to the problems faced by global central banks today – including the Bank of 

England last month. 

 

“Von Havenstein faced a real dilemma. Were he to refuse to print the money necessary to 

finance the deficit, he risked causing a sharp rise in interest rates as the government scrambled 

to borrow from every source.  

 

The mass unemployment that would ensue would bring on a domestic economic & political 

crisis, which in Germany’s current fragile state might precipitate a real political convulsion. As 

the prominent Hamburg banker Max Warburg, a member of the Reichsbank’s board of 

directors, put it, the dilemma was “whether one wished to stop the inflation & trigger the 

revolution,” or continue to print money. Loyal servant of the state that he was, Von Havenstein 

had no wish to destroy the last vestiges of the old order. 
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Faced with these confusing & competing considerations, Von Havenstein decided to play for 

time, supplying the government with whatever money it needed. Contrary to popular myth, he 

was perfectly aware that printing money to finance the deficit would bring on inflation. But he 

hoped it would be modest, & that in the meantime, something would turn up to induce the 

Allies to lower their demands or at least agree to a moratorium on actual payments, giving 

Germany some breathing space.”2 

 

Now to be clear, we do not think the US is going to become Weimar Germany (yet).  There are a lot of 

steps between where we are today and a full-fledged hyperinflationary event.  However, we do believe 

that the situational math suggests that we cannot solve this without severe inflation or a massive debt 

restructuring (similar thing).  This is depicted graphically in the chart below.  The red line shows all sector 

debt, the blue line shows GDP.  All debts charge interest, and GDP generates earnings to pay the interest.   

If debt grows more rapidly than GDP (it has for many years now), eventually society becomes unable to 

pay interest on the debt and a default occurs.  It is either a hard default with the collapse of the debt or a 

soft default via inflation which grows GDP. 
 

 
The reason this has not become an issue sooner, and why this crisis is so serious, is that the US 

accumulated this debt because interest rates were relentlessly manipulated lower. Notice the small blip in 

the red line in 2008.  That crisis almost blew up the financial world and required massive Federal Reserve 

intervention (increasing their balance sheet from $900B to $4T) in order to prevent financial collapse. 

 

This chart below shows just how manipulated interest rates have been.  In particular, post-1998 the Fed 

became very activist and suppressed rates following the Dotcom Bubble Burst and then again after the 

GFC from 2009-2015 with zero interest rate policy (ZIRP).  This mis-pricing of money allowed the debt  

to grow and has led us to the upcoming next crisis.  Higher interest rates blow up the system. 

 

 
2 Source: Luke Gromen via Ahamed, Liaquat. Lords of Finance – the Bankers Who Broke The World. 2009, pages 125-126 
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ECONOMIC DEBT DOOM LOOP 
 

After the onslaught of global debt issuance over the past 40 years, but most acutely during the past 15 

years – the world is now facing a Debt Doom Loop.  A vicious circle of more and more debt needing to 

be issued as outlined in the chart below: 

 

 

This leads to a “wash, rinse, repeat” cycle until either Sovereign governments step in with Yield Curve 

Control (YCC) by buying debt (similar to what the Bank of England has done), or the debt defaults. YCC 

is simply money printing to enact Quantitative Easing / buying bonds.  The beginning inflation problem 

is simply exacerbated in a vicious loop. 
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FED PIVOT IS MATHEMATICALLY ASSURED; ONLY UNKNOWN IS TIMING 

 

The math outlined above and encapsulated in the Debt Doom Loop means that the Fed is driving us full 

speed into another crisis.  Rather than the Global Financial crisis which was driven by housing leverage 

in the United States, this one will be known as the Global Sovereign Debt Crisis (GSDC) and it will be 

the result of Sovereign Debts and Currencies collapsing. 

 

There has been a lot of talk about a Fed pivot. Many investors are expecting and counting on a resumption 

of the FED PUT, perhaps imminently.   Given the Fed’s strong language and their resolve to tame inflation 

we believe they cannot and will not pivot until they are forced to do so. If they pivot now, they lose all 

credibility.   However, we believe that if severe conditions like a March 2020 moment occurs (when US 

Government Bonds went no bid) we believe they will pivot in a heartbeat.  Having said that, as we showed 

above, things are beginning to break over-seas and the BOE just executed a large pivot.   

 

Events could move quickly here (that’s the nature of leverage – it amplifies gains and losses), but our 

best guess is that the crisis is maybe 3-6 months away.  However, on a longer time frame, say within 18 

months, as global economies continue to soften, the next crisis will arrive.  Like past crises, the Fed will 

have to act aggressively. We could see them implementing Yield Curve Control (YCC) and aggressively 

printing a lot of money via a resumption of QE.   And the longer they wait the more aggressive they are 

going to have to be to reverse what will become a full-fledged deflationary collapse.  The math suggests 

that if they do not step in, the system will collapse.  At the end of the day, like Von Havenstein, they will 

step in.  The alternative will appear worse.  But once this happens it will become fully apparent to the 

world that they are trapped, can never stop printing money and that fiat currency as a store of value is 

doomed.  We will see Gresham’s Law on a massive scale.  People will abandon the dollar in favor of 

gold, silver and Bitcoin.   Gold will quickly trade through $3,000 per ounce and Bitcoin will race to a 

high above $100,000 per coin.  In our opinion this may be the last Fed pivot before the Fed and by 

extension the currency, fails.  

 

Because we cannot predict the timing we are positioned for all possible short term outcomes.  But we 

sense that we are on the cusp of a very big move in our favor.  When this turn comes the world is going 

to see the value of what we hold and that the FED is trapped - they can never stop printing money and 

high inflation is going to be a big problem for the next 10 years. 

 

 

GOLD MINERS IN A “MICHAEL BURRY MOMENT’ 

 

As we see it, the set up is perfect for gold and Bitcoin. In 45 and 25 years of investing experience, 

respectively – this is one of the most asymmetric investment opportunities we have ever seen.  

 

If global Treasury bond markets are no longer considered a safe harbor (in a world of inflation and rising 

rates), gold and it’s 5,000 year history as a safe harbor will once again be in huge demand. 

 

Presently, the sentiment in the gold and silver markets is extremely negative, the miners are silly cheap 

and there is enormous upside. 

 

Newspaper headlines tend to be good contrarian indicators.  Thus, we were pleased to see this recent 

September 19, 2022 article from the Wall Street Journal.  It reminds us of the 2019 Business Week 

“Inflation is dead” cover from 2019: 
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When what we see becomes clear to the broader investment world, we are going to see massive moves in 

the precious metals and the companies that mine them. 

 

Given the correction in gold and silver miners over the past two years, and the compelling valuations, we 

are finding tremendous value opportunities with powerful upside which is supported by the macro 

backdrop outlined above.  Many of these mining companies are down 50% in the past 5 months alone, 

and some nearly 75% from their August 2020 highs. 

 

Gold Stocks Are Compelling Growth and Value Today 

 

▪ Large, well established producers are selling at 2-6x EBITDA. 

▪ In many cases they are growing their production. 

▪ They have enormous operating leverage to higher metals prices. 

▪ Three things can contribute to upside: 

1. Multiple expansion as investors realize this area works. 

2. Higher profits due to higher metals prices. 

3. Production growth will drive higher profits. 

• 2-10x upside potential exists. 

 

 

Bitcoin Has Enormous Upside Optionality 

 

▪ Network Hash Power Continues to Grow 

▪ Address Growth and Adoption is Strong and Consistent 

▪ Lightning Network Broadens the Appeal 

▪ Increasing Demand and a Fixed Supply of Coins = HIGHER PRICE 

▪ We expect $150,000 per coin within a few years, on way to $1 million. 
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PORTFOLIO ATTRIBUTION / POSITIONING 

 

Year to date through 9/30/22, our portfolio is down -41.02% vs. the benchmark GDXJ down -29.74% 

and the S&P 500 Index down -24.8%.  There are three main detractors in our relative performance:  

 

1. Silver Overweight – We handily beat the GDXJ from 2019- June 2021. In the summer 2021 

though, we overweighted Silver to have more upside torque and as it neared a break out.   
 

2. Jr. Miners – Many of our small cap, illiquid names (e.g. Rise & Lavras Gold) have sold off 

more than 60% in the past 6 months on very little volume. 
 

3. Bitcoin – Bitcoin is down 71% from its Nov 2021 highs.  The GDXJ benchmark obviously has 

no exposure to Bitcoin.   

➢ Bitcoin has impacted our 2022 returns by approx. -5.5% YTD 

 

Our current portfolio can be summarized in the following snapshot: 

 
 

 

PORTFOLIO COMPANY EXAMPLES 

 

We have over 100 companies in the portfolio.  The value and optionality in this portfolio is so large that 

we strongly believe when the tide turns we are going to see outstanding returns.  Below we have selected 

three examples from the portfolio.  Each one has the opportunity to earn us 2-5x our invested capital even 

if metals prices only go up modestly. 
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Example 1.   Aris Mining.  TSX:  ARIS-TC. (Mkt. Cap. $338m USD) 
 

▪ World class management team with one operating mine in Colombia generating $200 million 

of EBITDA on production of 260K oz/year (on a path to > 600K oz/year) 

▪ Three large valuable development projects each worth between $500 million and $1 billion 

when built.  First two (Marmoto and Toroparu) are fully funded.  

▪ Cheap at < 2x EBITDA with significant production growth in next 5 years. 
 

Aris Mining (ARIS-TC) 
 

 
 

 

Example 2.   Guanajuato Silver.  TSX:  GSVR-VC. (Mkt. Cap. $89m USD) 
 

▪ Mexican based emerging silver producer. 2.5 year old producer currently running at 3 million 

AgEq Oz/year. Will exit 2023 at 6mm ozpa.  Plan is to grow to 10+ million ounces of AgEq 

production within 4 years. 

▪ Cash cost of ~$14.60 per ounce. Yields mine profit rate of $32 million at $20 silver.  $30 silver 

(which we expect) yields mine profit run rate of $92 million late 2023. 

▪ Management: James Anderson and Ramon Davila.  Ramon was COO of First Majestic 

throughout their entire growth period.  First Majestic market cap is $2 billion. (down from $4 

billion before this pull back) 

▪ Company operates 3 mines and has 24.8MM AgEq oz of resource..  Purchased the Guanajuato 

assets of Great Panther for $16 million when they were valued at $80 million.  Doubling size of 

Company production and deposits. 
 

Guanajuato Silver (GSVR-VC) 
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Example 3.   Lavras Gold.  TSX:  LGC-VC. (Mkt. Cap. $8m USD) 
 

▪ Brazilian drill story spun out from Amarillo Gold. ~ 1 million ounces in 43-101 all category. 

▪ 10km wide Caldera/Alkaline gold deposit with 1.5gpt intercepts all over surface and high grade 

intercepts (15m @ 5.78gpt, 3m @28.24 gpt, 1m@ 61gpt ) just being drllled. 

▪ We believe this is a 2-5 million ounce deposit which at the low end of resource valuations ($40 

per ounce) would be worth $80 to $200 million. (10x to 24x upside) 

▪ Lepard on Board of Directors 
 

Lavras Gold (LGC-VC) 
 

 
 

 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We view this as a remarkable time to invest in the sound money space. We remain confident in how we 

are positioning our own and your capital. We remain open for new and existing capital. Please let us 

know if you would like to discuss this opportunity further. Thank you for confidence in us.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

Larry and David 

Lawrence Lepard 

Managing Partner 

Tel:  508 975-4281 

Cell: 617 462-8224 

llepard@ema2.com 

David Foley 

Managing Partner 

Tel: 617 259-0699 

dfoley@ema2.com 

 

Equity Management Associates, LLC    

Sherborn, Massachusetts 
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These presentation materials shall not be construed as an offer to purchase or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to 
purchase or sell, any securities or services. Any such offering may only be made at the time a qualified investor receives 
from EMA formal materials describing an offering plus related subscription documentation (“offering materials”). In the 
case of any inconsistency between the information in this presentation and any such offering materials, including an 
offering memorandum, the offering materials shall control.  

Securities shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be unlawful unless the 
requirements of the applicable laws of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. Any decision to invest in securities must 
be based solely upon the information set forth in the applicable offering materials, which should be read carefully by 
prospective investors prior to investing. An investment in EMA not suitable or desirable for all investors; investors may 
lose all or a portion of the capital invested. Investors may be required to bear the financial risks of an investment for 
an indefinite period of time. Investors and prospective investors are urged to consult with their own legal, financial and 
tax advisors before making any investment.  

The statements contained in this presentation are made as of the date printed on the cover, and access to this 
presentation at any given time shall not give rise to any implication that there has been no change in the facts and 
circumstances set forth in this presentation since that date. These presentation materials may contain forward-looking 
statements within the meaning of US securities laws. The forward-looking statements are based on EMA’s beliefs, 
assumptions and expectations of its future performance, taking into account all information currently available to it, 
and can change as a result of known (and unknown) risks, uncertainties and other unpredictable factors. No 
representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. EMA does not 
undertake any obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect circumstances or events that occur after 
the date on which such statements were made. Historical data and other information contained herein, including 
information obtained from third-party sources, are believed to be reliable but no representation is made to its 
accuracy, completeness, or suitability for any specific purpose.  

No representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. 
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This report is prepared for the exclusive use of EMA investors and 
other persons that EMA has determined should receive these presentation materials. This presentation may not be 
reproduced, distributed or disclosed without the express permission of EMA. 

 

 

 


